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This invention is a combination wad column with or 
without a shot protector for shot gun shells which com 
prises two pieces that may be releasably secured together 
and featuring various structural devices such as a wall 
in the wad column portion that is purposely weakened 
to permit controlled deformation, a separable sealing wad 
portion that may drop away from the balance of the wad 
column to avoid using a one-piece wad column that tends 
to follow the shot too far, and a center post in the wad 
column portion of the unit which prevents blowing the 
center out of the gas sealing wad and unfavorably de 
forming the shot protector portion from the inertia of 
the shot. 

Shotshell wad designers have always strived for wad 
columns that, in addition to sealing the powder gases 
behind the shot charge, have been light and compressible. 
Wad lightness permits the use of less propellent to obtain 
the same shot charge velocity and reduces the amount of 
recoil. Compressibility is desirable to cushion the impact 
generated by the expanding powder gases so as to set the 
shot charge in motion more gradually. This reduces un 
due deformation of the shot, as well as lessening the pres 
sure levels in the shell. 

Various “air enclosing' structures have been proposed 
as a means of achieving these characteristics of lightness 
and compressibility. These have generally involved fold 
ing or assembling paper or fiberous materials to create 
air pockets or assembling together paper or plastic cups. 
Another approach has been to fill a flexible container 
with some compressible material such as cork or the like. 

Gas sealing in these devices has been accomplished 
usually by using such methods as a flanged disc wad be 
tween the device and the powder or a trailing flange on 
the lower of the cups. 
While these devices have provided both lightness and 

compressability, they have in fact been too flimsy or lack 
ing in resistance. Under the pressure of the expanding 
gases, they tend to blow through in the center, or totaly 
collapse on firing to such a degree that all gas sealing 
qualities are lost. Also, the sound of report of shells 
loaded with such wads is twangy and not conducive to 
confidence on the part of the shooter. 

This invention shows how the use of two cooperating 
plastic wad column portions with a properly propor 
tioned post between them will provide a wad column that 
is light, compressible, but retains sufficient rigidity and 
uniformity of collapse to be serviceable. 

In the United States at least, there is a considerable 
amount of hand loading of shot gun shells done by indi 
viduals from components made available by ammunition 
manufacturers. Hand loaders benefit from a one-piece 
wad column that may be conveniently inserted as a single 
unit into the shell. When a wad of the “air pocket' type 
described above is desired, it is not detrimental that the 
pieces be assembled by the individual prior to loading into 
the shells. However, if such prior assembly were neces 
sary before use by an ammunition manufacturer, geared 
to high production, it would involve another manufac 
turing step as well as modification of existing machinery, 
both of which would be highly impractical in terms of 
cost. The present invention provides a unit which may 
be assembled into a single, secure unit by a hand loader 
prior to loading it into the shot shell, or in the case of an 
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2 
ammunition manufacturer, a unit which may be inserted 
into the shell as individual components and become se 
cured together within the shell as an incident of some 
other necessary assembly step. Only a minimum of 
change in existing loading machinery is required. 
The structure of the present invention also makes it 

possible to use wad combinations of various lengths in 
order to adapt shell tubes to various shot and powder 
charges more readily than is true when the entire wad is 
made in a single piece. By varying the size of the top por 
tion of the combination, a standard and consistent sized 
overpowder wad may be used, with resulting ease and 
economy in manufacturing. 

There are many known devices to contain the shot 
charge, some presently being used commercially. These 
shot containing devices range from a sheet of material 
wrapped around the shot charge to a unitary cup-like 
pouch with various refinements. These cup-like devices 
or shot pouches, now most frequently made of plastic, 
hold the shot charge together until it leaves the barrel 
to improve the patterns achieved and also to prevent the 
individual pellets from contacting the wall of the barrel. 
Pellets deformed by engaging the barrel often fly errati 
cally, and go outside the desired pattern for the shot. In 
cidentally, leading of the barrel is also avoided by the 
use of these pouches. Attempts have been made to use a 
unitary wad column combining a shot pouch with the 
filler-sealing portion. These unitary devices, however, 
tend to follow the shot charge, upon firing, for a consid 
erable distance beyond the barrel as a result of their ex 
cessive inertia. Because heavier pouch wads tends to 
follow the shot, a trap shooter may mistake the wad 
pouch for a fragment of the target and thus confuse a 
miss for a hit. Heavy unitary devices usually lack com 
pressibility, or when light and compressible, lack effi 
ciency throughout a commercially required range of shell 
loadings. 
The present invention solves the problems associated 

with a massive combination unit by dividing the mass 
of the combination and insuring that the combination 
will separate into its components upon leaving the gun 
(barrel. It also brings the aforementioned benefits of 
lightness and compressibility and hand loading conven 
ience to a unitary pouch wad structure. 

Accordingly it is an object of this invention to provide 
an improved wad column for shot shells that is light 
weight and cushions the shocks of firing in a controlled 
manîler, 
Another object of this invention is to provide an im 

proved multipart wad column that may be conveniently 
handled as one piece for hand loading but retains the 
advantages of multiple piece wad columns for mass pro 
duction machine loading. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an 

improved pellet protecting pouch wad column which 
combines the two above mentioned improvements with 
the desired flight characteristics of the shot on leaving 
the barrel of a gun. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
wad column adaptable to a variety of loads. 

In addition it is an object of this invention to provide 
a wad column that is particularly effective in cleaning 
or scrubbing the gun barrel and sealing the propellent 
gases. 
The invention will be described with reference to the 

drawings in which corresponding numerals refer to the 
same parts and in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a longitudinal sectional view of the 

overpowder wad-shot pouch combination hereafter called 
pouch wad; 
FIGURE 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the 

pouch wad as loaded into a shot shell; 
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FIGURE 3 is a pictorial view in reduced scale depicting 
the pouch wad leaving the barrel of the shotgun as sep 
arate components and dropping away from the shot 
charge; 
FIGURE 4 is a longitudinal sectional view of the 

pouch wad at an instant after the shot shell has been 
fired; said pouch wad being shown at some point in the 
barrel of the weapon; the scale used is that of FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 5 is a longitudinal sectional view of a varia 

tion of the pouch wad in which a central snap joint is em 
ployed to releasably secure said components together; 
the scale is that of FIGURE 1; and 
FIGURE 6 is a longitudinal sectional view of a fur 

ther variation of the pouch wad in which a central socket 
joint is employed to releasably secure said components 
together; the scale used is that of FIGURE 1. 

In FIGURE 1 the shot pouch-wad column, generally 
designated 12, comprises various portions or sections. 
One of the shot pouch portions is the cup portion 13 in 
which the shot charge is ultimately contained. Cup 
portion 13 is made up of a wall section which may be 
divided into a plurality of flaps 14 as is suitably accom 
plished by the multiple longitudinal slits 15. Slits 15 
extend over a substantial portion of the length of cup 
portion 13. The base 16 of the cup portion 13 is solid 
and fixed to the bottom of said wall section in any suit 
able manner which when, as here, the pouch is made of 
plastic, comprises molding it integrally with the wall 
section. 
Below cup portion 13 and secured thereto as by being 

integrally molded is a spacer portion 17. Spacer portion 
17 takes the place of the usual filler wads in loading a 
shot shell. Within the spacer portion 17, which is gen 
erally hollow, is a support post 18. The support post 
18 is disposed along the longitudinal axis of the pouch 
wad column 12. Support post 18 may beformed in any 
suitable way to yieldingly space the bottom of cup por 
tion 13 from the wad 11. In the drawings this support 
post 18 is represented as being hollow having a centrally 
positioned conical hole 35. The spacer portion 17, upon 
firing, buckles which distorts the adjacent portions of the 
pouch and overpowder wad 11 to provide positive sepa 
ration of them and also absorbs the initial shock of the 
explosion reacting against the shot charge. Consistent 
and precise buckling may be insured by any method of 
weakening said spacer portion 17 at a desired point, an 
example of which is the use of annular groove 19 to 
provide an area of the annular wall of spacer portion 17 
that is thinner than the wall generally. A rim 20 located 
at the bottom of the spacer portion 17 may be used, in 
part, to releasably secure the overpowder wad 1 to 
the shot pouch wad 12. Thus the rim 20 takes the form 
of one-half of a joint, as for example, the butt-lap joint 
21. 
The overpowder wad generally designated 11, although 

most sensibly molded in one piece, may be thought of as 
having various portions. One of these portions is the 
outer Wall 22. The outer wall 22 has a rim 23 at each 
of its length extremities either of which is used in part 
to releasably secure the shot pouch 12 to said overpowder 
wad 11. Thus, one of the rims 23 forms the other half of 
the butt-lap joint 21. The web portion 24 is positioned at 
the midpoint of and perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axis of the overpowder wad 11. Web portion 24 is, when 
the Wad is loaded into a shot shell, in direct contact with 
the propellent powder. Upon ignition of the propellent 
powder the web portion 24 in conjunction with the re 
silient outer wall 22 forms a gas seal with the barrel 
of the Weapon. This gas seal keeps most of the gas gen 
erated by the burning powder behind the shot charge. A 
hub 25 is disposed along the longitudinal axis of the over 
powder wad 11 and perpendicular to the web 24 to which 
it is secured. Hub 25 engages, or nearly so, the support 
post 18. These two portions of the pouch and wad inter 
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4 
act to support yieldingly the center bottom 16 of the pouch 
cup portion 13 in spaced relation to web 24 against ex 
cessive distortion from the propelling force of the pow 
der reacting with the inertia of the shot. 

In FIGURE 2 the pouch wad is shown as loaded into 
the shot shell generally designated 27. The shot shell 
case is of the ordinary type comprising a casing 28 which 
includes the tube 28 and head 28a, a primer 29, a base 
wad 30. Inside the case is the pouch wad 11–12 sepa 
rating the powder 31 from shot charge 32, and any con 
ventional closure such as crimp 34 closes the mouth of 
the case and holds the shot 32 therein until firing occurs. 

In FIGURE 3 a shot gun designated generally 36 hav 
ing a barrel 37 has been fired, the shot gun 36 being 
loaded with a shot shell incorporating the instant over 
powder wad shot pouch combination. The overpowder 
wad 11 and shot pouch wad 12 are shown dropping away 
as separate components from the shot charge 32 after 
firing. Because of the separation of the overpowder wad 
11 from the shot pouch 12, the mass of each piece of the 
combination is slight and the components lose their for 
ward velocity very rapidly. They fall to the ground, 
therefore, sooner after leaving the barrel 37 than if they 
did not separate. 

In FIGURE 4 the barrel 37 is containing the hot gases 
31A generated by burning powder charge 31. The over 
powder wad 11 is shown as being deformed into a gas 
seal by the gas pressure between the outer wall 22 and the 
barrel 37. A longitudinal pressure on the shot pouch. 12 
causes the weakened sides of the spacer portion 17 to 
buckle at the groove 19. The support post 18 also yields 
in a controlled manner to allow the buckling while pre 
venting the center of wad 11 blowing out. This buckling 
of spacer portion 17 distorts the joint between the wad 
column 12 and the overpowder wad 11 in preparation for 
their separation and absorbs and cushions the inertial 
shock of the sudden pressure applied to the shot load. 
Buckling at groove 19 cause the wad column to engage 
the gun barrel for secondary scrubbing and sealing at 
several axially spaced surfaces as shown in FIGURE 4. 
Shot pouch wad 12 receives power from the powder gas 
31A via the hub 25 which exerts a force against the sup 
port post 18 as well as from the edges of sealing wad 11 
engaging the trailing edges of the spacer portion 17. In 
this manner the cup 13 and shot charge 32 is propelled 
from the barrel at a high velocity. The flaps 14 pro 
tect the shot of charge 32 from contacting the barrel 37 
during its travel therein. This protects the barrel from 
leading as well as preventing deformation of any of the 
pellets from abrasion on the barrel. Upon leaving the 
barrel 37, the resilient flaps 14 are caught by air and ex 
tended outwardly which subjects the shot pouch to in 
creased wind resistance. Consequently the pouch de 
celerates and frees the shot pellets to form a desired 
pattern. 

In FIGURE 5 a variation of the combination of the 
pouch wad is shown. It is very similar to the structure 
illustrated in FIGURES 1-4. The structure of FIGURE 
5 varies from that of FIGURE 4 in having its support 
post 40 provided at its inside bottom with annular groove 
41 which forms the female half of a snap joint 41. The 
Wad center post or hub 42 is provided with a ring formed 
thereon at both ends that matches the annular groove 
and provides the male half of the snap joint between the 
Support post 40 and the hub or center post member 42 
of the wad portion having a well 43. Also shown in this 
view is a modification of the joint between the outer wall 
45 of the wad and the outer wall 46 of the shot pouch. 
As indicated at 47 it will be seeen that the shoulder or 
edge of wad 45 at the outside is beveled and a corre 
sponding bevel is provided on the portion of the annular 
outside wall 46 of the spacer portion of the wad so that 
what may be called a beveled lap joint is provided be 
tween these portions. Multiple grooves 48 have been 
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substituted for groove 19. This form of the pouch. Wad 
is found to perform generally in the same manner as the 
form shown in FIGURES 1-4 except that it is some 
what more secure when engaged. 

In FIGURE 6 there is shown still another variation 
of the combination wad and shot pouch in which the 
support post 50 of the spacer portion of the pouch is of 
a diameter to exactly fit a raised portion 51 of the hub 
or center post 52 of the wad. Actually the portion 51 
is flared slightly from its base to its free end and conse 
quently the support post 50 of the pouch spacer portion 
provides a mild snap fit therewith. The joint 54 between 
the wad and the spacer portion of the pouch is substan 
tially identical to the joint at this point used in that 
structure shown in FIGURES 1-4. in this figure also it 
will be noted that there are no annular grooves in the 
side wall of the spacer portion of the pouch. By having 
the structure made without any weakened portion in the 
side wails, the collapsing that takes place is less controlled 
but functional. A pouch wad spacer portion with un 
grooved walls will collapse to absorb the shock of firing 
but in a less controlled and consistent pattern than the 
structure of FIGURES 1-5. A vent as at 55 in any form 
of the device allows air to escape when the wad column 
is forced into a casing during loading. Vent 55 when 
used, is located as shown in FIGURE 6. 
While all of these variations in the shot shell are shown 

in pouch wad combinations of the same size, it is ob 
vious that the spacer and shot cup portions of the pouch 
may be varied substantially in order to accommodate 
a range of shot charges; variations in powder quantity, 
in short to occupy a greater or lesser amount of space 
in a shot shell as required. For example, a relatively 
light powder charge and a load of shot such as for clay 
target shooting, at close range would require a large 
Spacer portion. A magnum load for long range hunting 
would require less spacing. In this way many variations 
in shot shell pouch and spacers may be provided but 
always using the same wad structure. 

While all of these pouch wads function in substantially 
the same way, the structures of FIGURES 5 and 6 may 
have some advantage of being more secure when assem 
bled for use by hand loaders for example. 

In general the annular wall of the overpowder wad 
should be short and relatively thick at its free end as 
seen in particularly FIGURES 1-4 and 6 in order to avoid 
leaving any substantial amount of plastic at the gun 
imuzzle. When the wall of the wad is tapered out to a 
thin trailing edge at the outside, as distinguished from the 
inner bevel of FIGURE 5, the wad tends to leave a ring 
of plastic at the barrel muzzle when variable tube choke 
devices are used. Thus, although a tapered edge form 
seems to recommend itself as a seal and is used by some 
of the known competitive devices as the preferred shape 
of a wall for this expanding seal type wad, it is to be 
avoided at least when polyolefins are the material from 
which the wad is made. 
The structure of the present invention has been tested 

comparatively against other known wad columns, and 
the results of these tests are shown in Charts I, II and 
III below. 

Flight distance of wad column 

Tests were conducted to determine flight character 
istics of various wad columns with shot protectors of 
this invention compared to other commercial forms. In 
the tests, 25 target shells having a load of 1/8 ounces of 
No. 7% shot and a velocity of approximately 1200 feet 
per second were loaded using each of several Wad columns. 

Shells were fired on a windless day at an angle of 13 
degrees from horizontal. The average distance of travel 
of the wad columns is indicated. 
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CHART I 

Wad Column , Wad Column Distance 
Wit., Grains 

Invention ------------------------------- 39.6 10671.77 
Known 1---- - - - - 49.7 1398 
Known 2 b- - - - - 49.6 18857 
Known 3------ -  ?6'10 43.0 ?'' 
Known 4------ - - - - 26.7 112/g77 

Known 5 b---- - - - - 39.7 1371) 

Known 6---------------------------------- 45.3 1637977 

a Only pouch shot protector section travels the 106'1' distance; sepa 
rating sealing wad travels much less. 

b Wads 2 and 5 break into three pieces; travel of major piece is indicated. 
The wad columns of the invention and the known wad 

shot-protectors and 2 are for shell cases having shorter 
base wads and therefore greater load capacity and Wad 
requirements. Nevertheless, the structure of the inven 
tion has less average carrying distance than any of the 
others and substantially less carrying distance than Wads 
of equivalent length. 

Patterns 

The following are averages of ten round pattern test 
using 3 dram equivalent loads with 400 counted it 7% 
pellets. The gun used was the same for all shells fired. 

After each round, a 30' diameter circuit was scribed 
to embrace the largest number of pellets piercing the 
target. This number was noted and expressed in the 
chart as a percent of the total of the pellets known to 
be in the shell. The number of circles of four inches 
diameter within the 30' circle that were not pierced by 
a pellet was also counted and noted in the second col 
umn. The first column shows how well grouped the 
pellets were and the latter how evenly dispersed. 

CHART III 

Average Per- Average Num 
Wadi Column cent PelletSi1n | ber of 4ºº Cir 

30 Circle cular Gaps 
in Pattern 

Invention----------------------------- 82.2 4, 6 
Known 1---- - 80.8 5.3 
Known 2---- - 8.6 6.1 
Known 3---- - 79.4 5.6 
Known 4------------------------------ 80.5 5, 9 
Known 5------------------------------ 79.0 5.3 
Known 6------------------------------ 69.2 6.1 

Ballistic efficiency 
As a check of ballastic efficiency, ten rounds each of 

equally loaded shell hulls as nearly identical as humanly 
possible except for the wad column used were prepared 
with each of several known wad columns and that of 
the invention. Breech pressure, pounds per square inch, 
and shot velocity in feet per second were measured for 
each shell as fired and the average of these measured pres 
Sures and velocities are recorded in Chart III. 

CELART III 

Wad Column Velocity, Breech Pres 
f.p.s. Sure, p.S.i. 

Invention----------------------------- 1,257 10,900 
1,239 12,800 
1,206 11, 770 
1, 177 10, 400 
1,178 8, 600 
1, 193 10, 200 
1,174 10,800 

It can be seen that only shells developing substantially 
greater breech pressures have a velocity comparable to 
that of the invention. 

It is apparent that many monfications and variations 
of this invention as hereinbefore set forth may be made 
without departing from the spirit and scope thereof. The 
specific embodiments described are given by way of ex 
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ample only and the invention is limited only by the terms 
of the appended claims. 
What I claimed is: 
1. A combination shot pouch and overpowder wad 

comprising, a hollow cylinder member forming a pouch 
and spacer having a solid portion extending transversely 
thereof intermediate its ends and dividing said hollow 
cylinder into inequitable pouch and spacer portions, the 
latter being smaller, said pouch portion having longi 
tudinal slits in its side walls, said spacer portion having 
at least one annular groove in its side wall at about its 
amidpoint; said groove being deeper at one side than the 
other; a hollow support post secured to said transversely 
extending solid portion and approximately centered in 
said spacer portion, an overpowder wad comprising a 
hollow cylinder shorter than its diameter, a web dividing 
said overpowder wad into two like ends, a hub formed 
centrally on said web and extending longitudinally equal 
ly in both directions; said hollow support post and hub 
engaging each other, at least on firing, to provide yield 
ing spacing structure between said overpowder wad and 
shot pouch; the adjacent ends of said pouch spacer por 
tion and overpowder wad engaging each other and pro 
viding thereby, at least in part, releasable means for 
securing said pouch and wad cylinders together. 

2. A pouch wad for a shot shell, the combination of 
an overpowder wad, wad column and shot pouch in 
which the improvement comprises means for releasably 
securing said overpowder wad to said wad column and 
shot pouch, whereby said overpowder wad separates from 
said wad column and shot pouch upon firing, said means 
for releasably securing said shot pouch to said over 
powder wad comprising but-lap joint located at the 
junction of said overpowder wad and said wad column; 
said overpowder wad, and shot pouch having cooper 
ating support means to give support to the bottom of 
said shot pouch and the center of said overpowder wad, 
said Support means comprising a hub in said overpowder 
wad and a hollow post extending from the bottom of 
said shot pouch, said wad column having an annular wall 
spaced from said post and separating said shot pouch 
from said overpowder wad, said annular wall having 
an annular groove therein to promote consistent radial 
distortion thereof on firing. 

3. A combination shot punch and overpowder wad 
comprising, a hollow cylinder member forming a pouch 
and spacer having a solid portion extending transversely 
thereof intermediate its ends and dividing said hollow 
cylinder into inequitable pouch and spacer portions, 
the latter being smaller, said spacer portion having at 
least one annular grove in its side wall; said groove 
being deeper at one side than the other; a hollow support 
post secured to said transversely extending solid portion 
and approximately centered in said spacer portion, an 
overpowder wad comprising a hollow cylinder shorter 
than its diameter, a web extending transversely across 
said overpowder wad, a hub formed centrally on said 
web; said hollow support post and hub engaging each 
other, at least on firing, to provide yielding spacing 
structure between said overpowder wad and shot punch; 
the adjacent ends of said pouch spacer portion and over 
powder wad engaging each other and releasable means 
for securing said pouch and way cylinders together. 
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4. A pouch wad for a shot shell comprising in combi 

nation: a flanged gas sealing overpowder wad; a hollow 
cylinder of plastic material open at one end and having 
a transverse web intermediate its ends, said cylinder in 
cluding longitudinally extending slits on one side of said 
web communicating with said open end, said open end of 
said cylinder and said web forming a pouch for re 
ceiving the shot of a shot shell; an interconnecting por 
tion rigidly secured to one of said flanged gas sealing wad 
and hollow cylinder and releasably secured to the other; 
and yielding means on said hollow cylinder on the other 
side of said web allowing controlled and only limited 
collapse of said hollow cylinder upon firing of said shot 
shell. 

5. A shot shell comprising a cylindrical casing, a wad 
column in said casing including a hollow cylinder open 
at one end and closed at the other, said cylinder engaging 
the inner surface of said casing, and a gas sealing over 
powder wad releasably secured to and closing the open 
end of said hollow cylinder, said cylinder including a 
Weakened area intermediate its ends, said gas Sealing 
Overpowder wad being a flanged member with a flange 
extending away from said hollow cylinder and means 
on Said hollow cylinder walls causing them to yield axi 
ally and distort radially to form a series of axially spaced, 
gun barrel engaging, gas sealing surfaces. 

6. A wad column comprising: a hollow cylinder closed 
at one end and open at the other; a symmetrically yield 
ing post centrally arranged inside said hollow cylinder, 
Secured to said closed end and extending axially there 
from to at least a point nearly at the open end of said 
hollow cylinder; and a member abutting said open end 
having a portion designed to engage said symmetrically 
yielding post, said symmetrically yielding post being hol 
low and said member abutting said open end being a 
flanged gas sealing overpowder wad including a trans 
Verse Web and a radially central hub secured to said 
Web as to be adjacent said post and means provided as 
part of said hollow post for allowing controlled air pass 
age through said hollow post during loading. 
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